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Chapter 1762
Chu Hongfa was stunned for a moment.
The people present were also stunned.
Only the villager who followed Chu Tiantian all the way sighed, “Chu
Hongfa, you deserve it!”
At this time, Shang Hongmei, who slapped Chu Hongfa, also spoke
up.
Her back has been replaced by calm, and her eyes are a little more
calm.
The loss of her daughter is the saddest thing for a mother like her, but
seeing Chu Hongfa at this moment,
Shang Hongmei knew that all this was caused by Chu Hongfa.
It’s all this man!
Now that her daughter is gone, she has to settle the account with this
man!
“Chu Hongfa, listen to me!” Shang Hongmei suddenly shouted
angrily.

Chu Hongfa was so shocked that he didn’t dare to cry anymore.
He stared blankly at Shang Hongmei.
“I’ll take care of my daughter’s funeral! I’ll put her in place! As for the
deposit I’ve saved for my daughter, I’ll take back all the money I’ve put
together in your and my name! Not a cent! will stay for you!
Because we were never married, you and I cohabited illegally and
gave birth to a daughter!
To be more precise, you kidnapped the underage me back then!
My daughter is gone, I have nothing to do with you anymore!
Of course I can’t give you a cent of my money! “
Having said this, Shang Hongmei sighed coldly: “I know you will
definitely think, if I don’t give you money, you won’t make me feel
better, I can’t get it out without your half password. But don’t forget
that every month’s money in there is deposited by me! I have a
voucher every month!”
Having said that, Shang Hongmei suddenly smiled with relief:
“However, I think even if I don’t give you the money, your supermarket
and the money you have will be enough for the rest of your life, right?”
There was no hate in her tone.
Since the bond between the two of them and their daughters were
gone, it would be meaningless for her to hate Chu Hongfa.
Simply do not hate!
Because you hate someone, you will also be scarred.
“Let’s go!” Shang Hongmei said calmly.
Chu Hongfa was still in chaos: “You…what did you say?”
While he was deeply saddened by his daughter’s accident, he was
surprised at Shang Hongmei’s resistance.

At this moment, Chu Hongfa’s heart was extremely desperate.
“Go away!” Shang Hongmei only had one word.
Chu Hongfa: “…”
Shang Hongmei didn’t look at Chu Hongfa again, but looked at Xu
Zeyan. Xu Zeyan immediately ordered the staff present to start
cleaning up the scene.
The car accident was easy to deal with.
Xu Zeyan paid all the money that should be paid.
The rest of Chu Tiantian’s funeral was also arranged by Xu Zeyan.
Chu Hongfa, the biological father, was like an outsider and could not
get involved at all. However, after everything was settled, Shang
Hongmei still handed over the urn to Chu Hongfa.
The child is close to the father, everyone can see that.
Let her soul be next to her father, and she will not lose her way home
in the kingdom of heaven.
Chu Hongfa, who was holding the urn, returned to his home, but the
home was empty, and there was no more laughter from his daughter.
From now on, he, Chu Hongfa, will be the only one in this huge family.
He is old, and he is also a cripple. He will never have a wife or
children in this life.
He has calculated Shang Hongmei for a lifetime, and he simply eats
and wipes Shang Hongmei, but what is the final result?
If it wasn’t for him and his daughter planning how to destroy Shang
Hongmei these days, how to get more money from Shang Hongmei,
how could her daughter go to the hospital to find Shang Hongmei?

Chapter 1763
How could there be a car accident?

He Chu Hongfa calculated all his life, but in the end he calculated to
kill his own daughter.
However, Shang Hongmei married a rich man ten years younger than
her unscathed.
Thinking of this, Chu Hongfa sat on the ground and cried.
There are former villagers who came to visit him.
It is said that he came to comfort him, but it is better to say that he
came to see his end.
Rather, he came to scold him.
“Chu Hongfa! I think back then when you, a big man in his thirties,
bullied Shang Hongmei, a seventeen- or eighteen-year-old girl,
brought her to the house, and didn’t live well with him. It was clearly
your fault. Wrong, but you have to drain people’s hard-earned money
for a lifetime, and they don’t even recognize their daughter!”
“Your heart is too dark!”
“You deserve it!”
“You fell all by yourself!”
“You’ll be alone all your life!”
“No relatives, no daughter-in-law to take care of you!”
“Deserved!”
A group of people spurned Chu Hongfa.
Until this moment, Chu Hongfa deeply regretted it!
I regret that I have done too much.
This night, many people heard Chu Hongfa’s desolate cries.
Just like the cold horn bird that was about to freeze to death.

As the sky grew brighter, the sound gradually disappeared.
No one knows when Chu Hongfa died.
Anyway, when his body was found, it was already smelly.
The death of Chu Hongfa’s father and daughter did not bring much
impact and influence to Shang Hongmei.
Shang Hongmei was saddened by the loss of Chu Tiantian and
stayed in the hospital to protect her child.
During this period of time, Xu Zeyan has always been keeping this
Shang Hongmei. Fortunately, she lives in the best hospital and has
the best doctor to take care of her, so that this 40-year-old pregnant
woman will not hug them. crystallization of love.
Not only did Xu Zeyan have a meticulous relationship with Shang
Hongmei, but even his closest relatives ran to the hospital whenever
they were free.
Especially the only child Shen, who does not go home after school
every day, but goes directly to the hospital, lying in front of Shang
Hongmei’s white hospital bed, chatting like a little lark.
“Aunt Shang, no no no, you are my aunt now, aunt, are you happier
today?”
The six-year-old girl ran over to comfort herself every day, and the Xu
family, especially Suzi and Shen Wei’s mother and daughter, were the
most diligent, Shang Hongmei’s heart was not to mention warm.
It was only after she was forty years old that she truly felt the care
from her husband’s family.
She stroked Shen Weiyi’s head: “Auntie is much better, Weiyi, you will
run around like this in the future, so that your mother will be worried,
understand baby?”
“The only one is six years old, auntie!” Shen Weiyi said very stinky: “I
should go to primary school soon! Now Uncle Christopher put me at
the door of the hospital, and I can run all the way in by myself.”

“Actually, since I left kindergarten, I knew how to go!”
After the little girl finished speaking, she looked at Christopher who
came in behind her.
Christopher said with a smile: “Master Zeyan, Madam, the little
princess remembers the way very much now. I didn’t even use the
navigation, she knew how to turn around, and every day after school,
she was thinking about visiting her aunt.”
“Thank you Assistant Yan, thank you so much, you quickly send the
only one home, I’m afraid Suzi should not worry anymore.” Shang
Hongmei said with concern.
“It’s okay ma’am, in a little while, my wife and Mrs. Jun will come to
visit you together. There is a bit of traffic jam on their road, but they
will be here in a short while.”
Shang Hongmei was surprised: “Really?”
“Of course! Not only my wife and Mrs. Jun, but also Miss Min and
Galia. They will all come to see you. From now on, your ward will
become more and more lively. Even if you stay in bed to protect your
baby, you won’t be too lonely.”
Hearing this, Shang Hongmei’s eyes were all red with emotion. Just
as she was about to say thank you, an exclamation suddenly came
from outside the door: “Oh…”
The frightened colleagues in the ward looked outside, and Shang
Hongmei was even more shocked: “What happened?”
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Immediately, another shout came from outside the door: “Sister Shan,
what’s wrong with you, Sister Shan?”
In the ward, when a few people heard Suzi’s moaning, Christopher
was the first to run out.
Immediately afterwards, Shen Weiyi and Xu Zeyan also ran out.
The three of them immediately saw that not far from Shang
Hongmei’s door, Suzi with a big belly was leaning hard to support
Dalia with a bigger belly.
At this moment, Du Juan was already half-sitting on the ground in
pain.
There seemed to be water flowing out of her trouser legs.
“Sister Shan! Sister Shan, are you going to give birth?” Suzi asked
eagerly.
Sitting on the floor, Dalia, who was still leaning against the wall with
her arms, raised her head and smiled with difficulty: “Haha, Suzi, what
a coincidence, we said we were going to the hospital to see your
sister-in-law, I just arrived at the hospital, is this about to give birth?
But the due date is still half a month away, why should this little guy
come earlier?”
“Sister Shan, you are still laughing!” Suzi was about to die of fright.
At this time, Xu Zeyan and Christopher had already come to Dalia and
Suzi.
Suzi’s pregnant belly was also very awkward. Christopher
subconsciously wanted to help Suzi, and Suzi said to Christopher,
“First pick up Sister Shan and send it to the obstetrics department,
hurry up!”

When I came to the hospital today, Suzi first took a taxi to the leisure
villa where Dalia was located. After picking up Dalia, the two rushed to
the hospital together. Halfway through, they and Yan Yanmin talked
on the phone, and they had to get off work before they could come
over. , so the two big-bellied women took a taxi to the hospital
together.
On the way, the driver was still muttering, these two big-bellied
women came out together.
Everyone in the family followed, which was really daring.
When getting off the bus, the kind driver even asked Suzi, “Are you
two okay, do you need any help?”
Suzi and Dalia laughed and shook their heads, and said in unison,
“No need.”
The driver still muttered to himself: “This month is so old, and I don’t
have this person at home. How can your husband be so relieved?
How can there be such an irresponsible man in the world!”
Suzi and Dalia looked at each other and smiled.
Both of their men are very good.
Jun Jingyu has been accompanying Dalia in Nancheng all the time.
Any official letters are also sent by email. He has been living in
seclusion for the past three months, but after all, it is an important task
in Kyoto. He has to deal with many things personally, so he has to
take time to go back.
On Arron’s side, he was really busy these days.
It’s another thing to be busy with the Fu Group, mainly because of Xu
Zeyan and Shang Hongmei’s marriage. After all, they are a bunch of
hard-working people who have gone through untold hardships to
come together. Arron doesn’t want to lose two people.
Just after the wedding was over, there was another incident of Chu
Tiantian.

The moment Chu Tiantian’s ashes were handed over to Chu Hongfa,
Shang Hongmei fell ill. After all, she was her own daughter. Is there
any reason not to feel heartbroken?
With Shang Hongmei’s illness, Arron will continue to work on both
sides of Fu’s Group and Xu’s Group, so very few have been able to
spare time to take care of Suzi and Wei Yi for a while.
Fortunately, Suzi was kind and understanding. Although she had a big
belly, she never blamed Arron.
And Shen Weiyi is more sensible than ever.
Now not only mother can’t pick up the unique, even the father can’t go
to the kindergarten to pick up the unique.
The little friends who are graduating from the big class are really
sensible.
Every day, Uncle Christopher came to pick up Shen Weiyi, and the
children were always strong and happy.
Even when she visited her aunt, she went directly to the hospital from
the kindergarten. On the way, Christopher called Suzi and said that
the little princess went directly to the hospital.
At that time, Suzi was chatting with Dalia on the landline, and when he
heard that Shen Weiyi went to the hospital to visit Shang Hongmei,
Dalia, who was suffocated at home, also came to the hospital to visit
Shang Hongmei.
Suzi and Dalia hit it off, and Suzi called a taxi to pick up Dalia.
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However, what Dalia thought anyway was that she had just arrived at
the hospital, outside the gynecological ward, and she was going to
give birth ahead of schedule.
At this moment, Christopher, who heard Suzi’s order, was no longer
supporting Suzi. He bent over to pick up Dalia and went straight to the
delivery room.

Here Xu Zeyan also supported Suzi: “Xiangxiang, are you all right?”
“I’m fine, it’s Sister Shan…” She was very worried about Dalia.
Turning around, he said to Xu Zeyan, “Brother, please call Mr. Jun, he
is still in Kyoto.”
“Okay, I’ll call right away.” Xu Zeyan immediately took out his mobile
phone and called Jun Jingyu.
On the other end, when Jun Jingyu, who was busy with government
affairs in Kyoto, heard the news, the phone was almost thrown away.
“Zeyan! What are you saying, you stinky boy! You are unreliable! You
are in your thirties and you haven’t even got a daughter-in-law. You
are now telling me that my wife is going to give birth. I think your
words are useless. Reliability!” After a long time, he picked up his
phone, and then he was extremely excited and said nothing to Xu Ze.
Xu Zeyan: “…”
If Jun Jingyu was in front of him, he might have beaten Jun Jingyu.
But Xu Zeyan knew that Jun Jingyu was definitely happy, he didn’t
have the same knowledge as Jun Jingyu.
He only said: “Brother Jingyu! Anyway, my sister-in-law is about to
give birth! She has already entered the delivery room, so you can’t
come! Even if you don’t come, the rest of us, me, and Ruian are all in
Nancheng. can take care of it.”
“No no no no, that won’t work! You can’t do this for you, I have to… I
have to stay outside the delivery room in person, I… I’ll come over
right away, no no no, wait a moment , you ask your fourth brother to
answer the phone!” Jun Jingyu’s tone of voice took it for granted.
“My fourth brother? Why are you looking for him? I’m in the hospital,
he’s in the group company, and I’m not with him. What are you
looking for with my fourth brother?” Xu Zeyan asked.
“I have to let your fourth brother take over and help me with the matter
at hand.” Jun Jingyu said.

Xu Zeyan: “…”
He thought that Suzi was seven or eight months old, and there was
only one thing to take care of. If Arron went to help Jun Jingyu with
affairs again, Arron would really be too busy to take care of his family.
Feeling Xu Zeyan’s hesitation, Jun Jingyu at the other end
immediately explained, “On my case, only the four of you can accept it,
and he can’t hold back if it’s another person, so…”
Xu Zeyan said with a smile: “I understand Brother Jingyu, please call
my fourth brother. I can take care of the four things here. Anyway,
Amei has stabilized now, it’s fine.”
“Thank you Zeyan.”
“It’s okay, Brother Jingyu, and my sister-in-law is okay here. If you are
unfairly worried, just come over as soon as possible.”
“OK!”
After closing the line, Xu Zeyan entered Shang Hongmei’s ward.
“Amei.” Xu Zeyan shouted warmly.
“What’s the matter, Zeyan, what happened outside, I sound like Mrs.
Jun? Is she okay?” Shang Hongmei asked with concern.
“Amei, I may be busy for a while now. Sister Shan has already
entered the delivery room, and Mr. Jun will fly over immediately, so
my fourth brother will be busy with Mr. Jun’s stall, and I…” He felt
guilty .
Shang Hongmei smiled: “Stupid or not! I’m fine, and I have to take
good care of my own children. You can go to work with company
affairs. I will call the best nurse, and I won’t give it to you during your
lifetime!”
Only then did Xu Zeyan smile at ease: “Well, I’ll take the only one
home right now, after all, no one is watching her here for fear of
running around.”
“Okay, you go quickly.”

“Hmm.” From
After coming out of the ward, Xu Zeyan took the only one who wanted
to take her back.
The only one was obedient, she knew she would get in the way here,
so she obediently followed her uncle outside the ward.
Outside the courtyard gate, when my uncle was driving, Shen Weiyi
suddenly saw a person.
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Children’s senses are extremely sensitive.
After all, a child’s mind is much purer than an adult’s. Even a person
like Christopher who sees and listens in all directions, may not be able
to detect the movement around, let alone the new and gentle Xu
Zeyan.
On the contrary, Shen Wei only saw the pair of eyes that were far
away.
Those eyes were extremely vicious.
The frightened Shen Weiyi suddenly shuddered.

“What’s wrong with the only one!” Xu Zeyan immediately realized that
something was wrong with his niece.
Shen Weiyi shrugged and shook his head: “It’s okay, uncle, I may be
delusional.”
Those vicious eyes flashed past, and Shen Weiyi could never see
again.
“Illusion!” Xu Zeyan smiled: “You six-year-old little thing, you still have
an illusion!”
Shen Weiyi rolled his eyes angrily: “Humph!”
I don’t want to explain it to my uncle who looks down on people!
Uncle always treats her like a child!
In fact, she is not too young! All six years old!
Now the family is busy and short of manpower. Aunt Shanshan is in
the hospital, and my aunt is in the hospital! These days, it must be
useful for her when she is one, and maybe she will be able to buy
breakfast for her aunt by then!
snort!
Shen Weiyi was secretly proud of himself, but his uncle looked funny.
However, in the heart of the child, who knows what she is thinking?
For a while, Xu Zeyan couldn’t separate his thoughts and caring about
his beloved little niece. He sent Shen Weiyi home and ordered Shen
Weiyi very seriously: “Uncle gave you the initials and finals that you
don’t know, and they all recite them to me today. Once, three times!”
“Two hours later, my uncle will check you on video!”
“If you dare to be lazy for me, I’ll beat you all over the place!”
“Got it! Bad… uncle!” Shen Weiyi hummed angrily.
However, he did not dare to disobey his uncle’s orders.

Shen Weiyi’s classmate is not afraid of his uncle at all. Uncle is fine
wherever he is. No matter when he is, he mainly spoils Shen Weiyi,
but the only thing is learning.
Since the age of six, her uncle has been strict with her.
After my uncle went back, Shen Weiyi obediently did his homework at
home.
After finishing the homework assigned by her uncle, she made a
video for her uncle. At this time, her uncle was still outside the delivery
room of the hospital. With her uncle were her mother, uncle
Christopher, brother Jun Ruian, and aunt Galia. , Aunt Rayna.
Several people looked anxious.
Suzi reported his homework to his uncle, and then asked, “Uncle,
when will my mother come back?”
The six-year-old child, in such a big home, handles several domestic
helpers to accompany her, and her parents have not come back. This
is a little uncomfortable for the six-year-old child.
It was the first time she faced a home without her parents in the
middle of the night by herself.
Hearing Shen Weiyi say this, Suzi’s eyes were all red.
“Suzi, you can go back first. Sister Shan has me and Rayna watching
over here. It’s alright. The doctor said just now that Sister Shan’s
situation may take a night to give birth. You wait here all night. It’s
going to be overwhelming!”
Suzi shook his head: “Sister Shan’s pregnancy is not easy. She is
almost dead. I’m not going anywhere with this person.”
Saying this, her face turned pale.
After all, it’s such a big month, and I can’t stand for a long time, and I
can’t work hard.
“Go back to Suzi! There are so many doctors here, and Ruian and
Galia. We can take good care of Sister Shan. Even if the only one

doesn’t need to be taken care of, you are six or seven months
pregnant, and your body can’t take it!”
“Yes, ma’am, go back. I’ll take you back now. If Mrs. Jun is alive, we
will notify you as soon as possible, ma’am.” Christopher was
extremely worried about Suzi’s body.
It was not easy for Dalia to conceive this child, so how could it be easy
for Mrs.
“Xiangxiang, listen to brother, go back!” Xu Zeyan ordered.
Suzi then nodded: “Well, I’ll go back.”
It was Christopher who sent Suzi home. When he got home, the little
boy had already washed himself up and sat obediently in the living
room waiting for his mother.
“Mom, the only one at home is not afraid, because I still have
Grandma Li at home, and Aunt Tian is with me. I’m just worried about
my mother’s body. Mom, you have younger brothers and sisters in
your belly, so you can’t worry about it.” Shen Weiyi is very
understanding. .
Suzi smiled: “You little thing! Don’t say that I’m afraid in my heart,
haha!”
“Let’s go, mom will tell you a story and sleep with you, okay?”
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“Hmm.” Shen Weiyi nodded happily immediately.
Lying on the bed, the little girl was so happy that she couldn’t sleep:
“Mom, has Aunt Shanshan given birth?”
“not yet.”
“Why hasn’t Aunt Shanshan been born yet?”
Suzi: “…”

“Aunt Shanshan waited until Uncle Jun came from Kyoto, is she still
alive?”
Suzi: “Otherwise, if Aunt Shanshan gave birth early, Uncle Jun
wouldn’t know what it was like to have a child with Aunt Shanshan. In
fact, giving birth to a child is very hard, right, mother?”
Suzi: “…”
For some reason, her eyes suddenly turned red.
The child is very small, but she knows everything. She knows that it is
very hard for her mother to give birth to a child.
It’s life and death.
When she was the only one, let alone the father of the child, at that
time she was not even sure whether she would be hunted down
during the production process.
“Your aunt Shanshan is very strong, so she should wait until your
uncle Jun comes, and she will be reborn, so that your uncle Jun can
see how hard she is.”
“When will Uncle Jun come?” Shen Weiyi also suddenly had red eyes:
“I don’t want Aunt Shanshan to wait too long, it’s too painful.”
Suzi: “Tomorrow, tomorrow morning, when you wake up, your uncle
Jun will already be by your side.”
“Really?”
Suzi nodded: “Mom promises like you.”
“That’s great.” The little girl was happy.
“Sleep baby.” Suzi coaxed.
“Yeah.” Shen Weiyi held her mother’s bulging belly with a small hand,
with a smile on her face, listening to the story her mother gave her,
and slowly fell asleep.
But Suzi couldn’t fall asleep for a long time.

She was worried about Shang Hongmei’s condition for a while, and
then worried about Dalia’s birth?
So far, Xu Zeyan has not called her.
Probably not yet born.
I don’t know yet, when will Jun Jingyu arrive in Nancheng?
Eh, why is it so coincidental?
He returned to Kyoto in just a few days, but Dalia was born half a
month premature.
God bless, Sister Shan and her children are safe and sound.
Sitting in the living room and praying silently, Suzi heard the door lock
‘click’.
She was terrified.
Turning around, he stared at the door of the room without blinking.
After a while, a familiar figure came to the entrance.
Suzi was immediately pleasantly surprised: “Shaoqin! Are you back?”
She almost ran and pounced on Arron.
“Shaoqin…” For some reason, Suzi suddenly wanted to throw himself
into Arron’s arms and act like a spoiled child.
Maybe she saw that Dalia was about to give birth.
It is estimated that he will be born in the future.
The only kind of bleakness of the last time she was born made her
vividly remember.
She dared not think.
Maybe it’s because the pregnant woman’s brain likes to think wildly.

Anyway, at this moment, she said that she wanted to act like a spoiled
child in her husband’s arms.
“What’s the matter? Why haven’t you slept yet? It’s so dark in the
room, and you don’t turn on the lights.” Arron gently wrapped his arms
around Suzi and asked with great concern.
Suzi shook her head, she answered nothing, just stood on tiptoe,
raised her thin lips, and met Arron’s.
Arron: “…”
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Suzi is almost seven months pregnant.
Arron didn’t dare to be sloppy at all.
Even though his grandfather took a cold shower, he never let himself
indulge.
On the other hand, Suzi would act coquettishly and make demands
from time to time. When it was really hard to endure, Arron would also
taste it and try his best to comfort her and satisfy her.
And this time, it was Suzi who took the initiative.
But this time, Arron could obviously feel something was wrong.

She held Suzi’s face, and was shocked to find that Suzi was crying.
“What’s wrong?” Arron was shocked.
She is a very strong and calm woman. When there are very few tears,
maybe during pregnancy, she doesn’t care about her emotions.
The man asked again warmly, “Are you in a bad mood?”
Suzi shook his head: “Sister Shan is going to give birth…”
“I know, before I came back, I went to the hospital, Galia and Min
Qingrong were watching, I also communicated with the doctor, Dalia
is a child, and the thirty-five-year-old is an advanced mother. Maybe a
little boy. But it’s okay, there are the best and most authoritative
doctors there.”
“It will be all right.”
At first Arron thought that Suzi was worried about Dalia.
But Suzi was still crying.
She looked up at Arron sadly: “Shaoqin, what’s wrong with me? I
should be happy, right?”
“My brother is married, his emotions finally have a home, and he has
found a woman who loves him so much, and they also have children
now. How happy is this?”
“And Rong Rong and Galia, they are both engaged.”
“My grandfather is such a picky old man. He has no opinion on Galia,
and so does Rong Rong. The old man of the Jun family did not object
at all, so Rong Rong and Jun Ruian got engaged.”
“And Sister Shan. Sister Shan has gone through hardships, and now
she is finally going to be born.”
“How happy do you think it is now?”
“I don’t think I’ve ever been so happy growing up so much. I have very
few friends since I was a child. It wasn’t until these years that I met my

brother, Galia, Rayna, sister Shan, and my sister-in-law. Now they all
very happy.”
“But, I don’t know why, I’ve been very flustered these two days.”
“Extremely flustered.”
“I always want to cry.”
“I’ve been wanting to cry all the time, but I feel so depressed in my
heart. Shaoqin, do you think I’m sick? Did I suffer from some kind of
prenatal depression?”
“Shaoqin, I…” Suzi cried and cried.
“Am I being too hypocritical?”
In fact, she has been feeling this flustered these past few days,
always feeling as if something is going to happen.
always want to cry.
But, she never lost her temper in front of anyone.
However, until today, until this moment, when he saw his husband,
Suzi couldn’t bear it any longer.
Seeing his wife cry like this, the man smiled gently.
She put one arm around Suzi’s shoulder, and gently scratched the
bridge of her nose with the other arm: “Silly girl.”
He called her silly girl.
“It is said that a pregnant woman’s mind is like a child, and it is a
child’s mind. This is true. You man, I have never seen me and you cry
like this, your little nose is red, With watery eyes, he looks more
innocent and cute than the only one.” The man was telling the truth.
Suzi is almost thirty this year, but she doesn’t look old at all.
She is also very rare.

So Arron occasionally sees her coquettish appearance, it is a special
feeling.
During Suzi’s pregnancy, Arron checked a lot of pregnancy
information.
Yunqi’s body is unwell, his appetite is not good, his emotions fluctuate
greatly, and he is easily sentimental. Arron has checked the
information and knows all about it.
Holding his wife in his arms, he hugged her by the waist again, and
carried her into the bedroom.
He gently put her on the quilt, and then coaxed her: “My husband is
too busy these days, and he can’t take care of his home anymore. I
apologize to you. I don’t care how you punish me.”
After a pause, he thought again.
I thought about everything I could think of, the scenes where my
husband was punished by his wife.
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He said solemnly, “How about kneeling on the washboard?”
Suzi: “Pfft…” The originally depressed mood was suddenly amused
by his own man.
She put her arms around her man: “Well, I can’t bear to kneel on the
washboard, or…”
She went to unbutton the man’s clothes.
man:”……”
“You’re seven months old,” the man said.
“No! I want it!”
man:”……”

He is a woman with very good self-control. If it were someone else, he
might have a nosebleed now.
Pregnant women are more feminine, especially when she is not
coquettish, she is suddenly coquettish and coquettish to him like a
little woman.
The man’s heart is tumbling.
The surface was calm.
He was indifferent and his voice was extremely low: “Obey!”
“I don’t want to be obedient!” As she said that, her eyes turned red
again.
The man said gently, “Would you like to have a taste?”
Suzi coaxed his face and nodded in his arms.
The so-called shallow singing is that he has fixed her position, to
make her comfortable, and she can’t take any harm. He operates the
whole process alone, and she just enjoys it.
And he is not an exaggeration to describe him as suffering alive.
However, as long as she is happy and can get a sense of happiness,
he also feels that it is worth it.
After more than an hour, the woman finally fell asleep contentedly.
Although he fixed her position, but later, when the love is strong, who
can control it, when a woman falls asleep, not only is the quilt next to
her messy, but her clothes also fall on the ground, and her two The
swollen feet were drooping outside the edge of the bed.
Looking at the sleeping pregnant woman, the man raised his hand
and covered her soft white feet.
The woman twitched subconsciously and murmured, “Shaoqin…”
“Yeah.” The man agreed.

“I love you.”
Arron: “…”
Looking up at her, she was talking in her sleep.
Still muttering in his mouth: “Shaoqin, I love you, I… I fell in love with
you the first time I saw you, and I’ve loved you for so long…”
“I…I feel so inferior, Shaoqin.”
“I… At that time, I was… so poor.”
“But I love you, what should I do?”
“I’m so scared… I’m the only one… I’m the only one, I’m so scared, I
don’t have a husband by my side…”
He suddenly understood why she was so sad today.
She is emotional and emotional.
She saw that Sister Shan was pushed into the delivery room, and she
thought about the situation when she gave birth to Shen Wei for the
first time.
Sitting on the edge of the bed, Arron couldn’t help thinking of when he
first met her, when he wanted her to take care of his mother. At that
time, she always thought she was approaching her with a purpose, so
she had a very bad impression on her.
It’s super harsh.
Up to now, he still clearly remembered that Suzi, who was already
pregnant with Shen Wei at that time, had no money on his body, not
even money for a pregnancy test. She asked him to borrow 50,000
yuan.
However, he only gave him a thousand.
The situation of stepping down and killing everything is still fresh in my
memory.

But every memory made him feel like a needle.
Because, he threw the thousand dollars on the ground, and she, who
was powerless to fight back, was lying on the ground and picked up
the thousand dollars.
“I won’t leave you, this time I will definitely be by your side and face
giving birth with anger with you.” The man said slowly hugging his
wife.
Suzi woke up suddenly, she hugged him: “Really?”
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Chapter 1770
Arron said softly, “Of course it’s true. I am your husband and your
closest relative. I will definitely accompany you during your delivery
this time, never leaving you.”
Suzi threw himself into her arms: “husband, I’m so happy.”
“Go to sleep.” The man coaxed softly.
This time Suzi fell asleep quickly.
The man wrapped her whole body in his arms behind her, and soon
fell asleep.
the next day

Arron got up at five in the morning.
There are so many things waiting for him to deal with.
Xu Group.
And Jun Jingyu’s affairs.
Through Suzi’s words yesterday, Arron realized more that Suzi should
give birth in more than a month, and he must handle all the affairs that
should be dealt with in the recent period.
When Suzi was due to give birth, he would accompany his wife
twenty-four hours a day.
Leaving home on time at 5:15, Arron went straight to the airport to
pick up Jun Jingyu.
Then on the way to the hospital, he and Jun Jingyu briefly talked to
him about the affairs at hand.
“Thank you, old man!” Jun Jingyu patted Arron on the shoulder and
said sincerely.
Arron smiled and said, “Tell me this?”
Jun Jingyu sighed and said, “It’s not Suzi who should have given birth.
You’re already busy, eh… Mainly I can’t handle the things I have at
hand.”
“These are all matters of border defense and the stability of the
country. I can only ask you to take care of me temporarily.”
Arron also patted Jun Jingyu on the shoulder: “Don’t worry!”
“That’s right, Shaoqin.” Jun Jingyu asked suddenly, “Why is there no
movement in the southeastern border recently? I think it’s a bit
strange.”
Arron was startled: “Huh?”
“A while ago, there was always a bit of commotion on the
southeastern border, but it’s been almost a month. The commotion

was so severe now that there is no sound at all. Do you know where it
is?”
Arron said calmly: “Of course I know, that is a small island that my
father and aunt bought for Haoyang for 900 million yuan. I heard that
the small island is not half the size of Jiaxing Island, and it was
originally poor. island.”
Having said this, Arron sighed: “I think the person my mother cares
about most in her life is not me, but my brother Pan Haoyang.”
“My mother didn’t say a word about her death.”
“She’s afraid that our two brothers won’t be able to keep either of
them.”
“But even though my mother didn’t say anything, I could see from the
look in her eyes before she died that she was concerned, deeply
concerned.”
“I didn’t understand her deep concern before she died.”
“I understand now, she is worried about Hao Yang, my twin brother.”
“My mother’s concern is naturally my biggest concern. If Hao Yang is
in Nancheng, I will give him half of the Fu Group’s shares and
property, but if he is not in Nancheng, my dad should give him 900
million yuan, which is also right. “
“If he can stay on that island, it’s a good thing for me, but I don’t care.”
“As for him offending the border, as long as it’s not too big, Jing Yu,
just turn a blind eye.”
Jun Jingyu looked at Arron: “Shaoqin, they all say that you are
cold-blooded and ruthless, but only a few of us know that you are very
affectionate and righteous. What I am worried about now is not what
happens to him, we are not afraid of him, At least we know where he
is, and if he is in trouble on the island, we can help him as soon as
possible.”
“But now, there has been no movement there for nearly a month, what
happened?” Jun Jingyu asked worriedly.

Arron: “…”
To be honest, a while ago, he would receive calls from Pan Haoyang
from time to time, but this time around, for more than 20 days, he still
hasn’t received them.
He was also a little uneasy.
But when I thought about it, if Pan Haoyang had something to do, at
least his father and aunt would not be so calm.
Thinking of this, Arron smiled: “It should be fine, because my father
didn’t move.”
Jun Jingyu nodded: “Yes.”
“Let’s go, go to the hospital. I just called the doctor. The doctor said
that I have exposed four fingers, but I haven’t given birth yet. Five or
six hours have passed since the night. I don’t know what happened to
Dalia.”

Chapter 1771
“Drive!” Jun Jingyu said impatiently.
Arron ordered the driver to speed up the car a lot.
An hour later, the car arrived at the hospital.
The two men hurried to the obstetrics and gynecology department.
Outside the delivery room, Galia and Min Qingrong, as well as Jun
Rui An and Shu Mingzhen, slept on the corridor.
Arron and Jun Jingyu woke up the four people and asked them to eat
some food and then go back to rest. It’s enough to have him here
alone, Jun Jingyu.
Seeing Jun Jingyu coming, the four of them left with confidence.
At this time, there was still no movement in the delivery room.
It wasn’t until Jun Jingyu stood outside the delivery room for ten
minutes that the midwife came out.

Seeing that there was only one person outside, and another person
was changed, the midwife asked, “Where are the family members?”
“I’m her husband.” Jun Jingyu cut to the chase.
The midwife immediately said: “Quick! The pregnant woman’s body is
too weak, she is a little older, and it is her first child. Her pelvis is a
little narrow, and it is really difficult to give birth. It took a whole night
for the pregnant woman to lose her strength.”
Jun Jingyu: “…”
The midwife sighed: “If, what I’m talking about is if there is an
emergency, should I protect the adult or hold the child?”
Jun Jingyu: “What did you say!”
“Mr. Jun… to protect the adults or the children?” the midwife asked
tremblingly.
“Both are guaranteed!”
Midwife: “…”
“Keep… keep the child, I want my child to live, keep the child.” A weak
voice came from the delivery room.
Hearing this voice, Jun Jingyu’s eyes suddenly turned red.
He rushed in at a brisk pace, but the midwife didn’t even stop him
from coming, so he went in.
The woman on the delivery bed was exhausted.
She is really thin, only her pregnant belly is bulging like a mountain.
“Jing Yu… Bao, hold the child.” Dalia said forcefully.
“No!” Jun Jingyu made a decisive decision: “I don’t want the child!
Protect my wife! My wife must live!”
All medical staff present: “…”

Several female midwives burst into tears.
They felt that if they could meet such a good husband in this life, it
would be worth it even if they died, not to mention that the husband
was so handsome and powerful.
But I never thought that the pregnant woman on the delivery bed
would say weakly: “Protect the child, protect the child! I can’t give birth
again in the future, I want my child to live!”
“I want my child to live!” The weak voice was getting weaker and
weaker.
Listening to Jun Jingyu’s heart is like a knife.
He took a step forward and hugged Dalia’s head: “Ashan, no more!
We don’t want children anymore! It’s enough for me to have you in
this life, I don’t want children anymore!”
“Ashan!”
“No… we all have to live, the three of us have to live well, I can give
birth, I will definitely have the strength, give me something to eat,
chocolate, give me some high energy, I want to give birth .”
The child’s head is half exposed.
If you have another cesarean section, you will no longer be able to
save the child. For the present, you can only give birth.
The nurse brought Dalia chocolate, water, eggs, and various
high-energy foods.
While eating, the woman on the delivery bed fantasized about her and
Jun Jingyu’s life, as well as the desperate brother Dashan on the
road.
No, she wants to live.
The child must also live, and she will be better in the future.

Dalia grabbed Jun Jingyu’s arms with both hands, her fingernails
digging into the man’s flesh, using all her strength, she gritted her
teeth and roared violently, “Ah…”
Immediately afterwards, a high-pitched baby cry came instantly:
“Huh…”

